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Abstract The development of better laser-based experimental methods and the
fast rise in computer power has created an unprecedented shift in turbulent com-
bustion research. The range of species and quantities measured and the advent of
kHz-level planar diagnostics are now providing great insights in important phe-
nomena and applications such as local and global extinction, pollutants, and spray
combustion that were hitherto unavailable. In simulations, the shift to LES allows
better representation of the turbulent flow in complex geometries, but despite
the fact that the grid size is smaller than in RANS, the push towards realistic
conditions and the need to include more detailed chemistry that includes very
fast species and thin reaction zones emphasize the necessity of a sub-grid tur-
bulent combustion model. The paper discusses examples from current research
with experiments and modelling that focus on flame transients (self-excited os-
cillations, local extinction), sprays, soot emissions, and on practical applications.
These demonstrate how current models are being validated by experimental data
and the concerted efforts the community is taking to promote the modelling tools
to industry. In addition, the various coordinated International Workshops on non-
premixed, premixed, and spray flames, and on soot are discussed and some of
their target flames are explored. These comprise flames that are relatively simple
to describe from a fluid mechanics perspective but contain difficult-to-model com-
bustion problems such as extinction, pollutants and multi-mode reaction zones.
Recently, swirl spray flames, which are more representative of industrial devices,
have been added to the target flames. Typically, good agreement is found with
LES and some combustion models such as the progress variable - mixture frac-
tion flamelet model, the Conditional Moment Closure, and the Transported PDF
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method, but predicting soot emissions and the condition of complete extinction in
complex geometries is still elusive.
1 Introduction
1.1 Why study turbulent combustion?
Turbulent combustion is the phenomenon at the heart of modern propulsion and
energy and, even in a future low-carbon energy system, it is likely that there will be
significant use of fuels for aviation, shipping, and manufacturing processes. Con-
sidering the aviation sector, for example, despite the push for more electrification
and integration with the aircraft as the most promising strategies to further reduce
emissions and fuel consumption [156,60], the technology is still far from allowing
for a fully electrical engine. The power density of the batteries, the weight of the
cables as well as safety-related issues are some of the limiting factors for the full
electrification of aviation engines. Therefore, even looking at the medium and long
term, it is expected that combustion will still be part of the propulsion system of
airplanes, either by generating directly the thrust or by providing the power (full
or part of it in case batteries are used) for distributed electrical engines [59,22,
125,156,51,110]. At the same time, explosion and fire risks will always necessitate
knowledge of the underlying fundamentals of fluid flow, heat transfer, thermody-
namics, and chemical kinetics. Turbulence is still an unclosed problem in fluid
mechanics, while the kinetics of real fuels (fossil-based or biomass-derived) are
still under development. It is clear, therefore, that turbulent combustion is still a
practically very important problem.
In addition, turbulent combustion remains elusive from the perspective of com-
prehensive theory. To quote from R.W. Bilger [40],“With some 100,000 years of
development, [combustion] might be expected to be a mature technology. In fact,
it is the least developed technology of modern engineering systems. Engineering
systems with mature technology have computer models that are routinely used in
analysis and can be used in the optimization of the geometry and operating con-
ditions of new designs. Thus the wings of new models of jet aircraft have subtle
geometry contours that greatly increase their efficiency. The same can be said for
the new generation of fans in turbo-fan engines. Computer modeling of combustors
is still at a fledgling stage and is only used peripherally in the development of new
combustors. Combustor development is still largely by cut-and-try testing in exper-
imental rigs and in prototype and in-service engines and power plants”. This was
written in 2011, and perhaps takes a somewhat conservative perspective on the use
of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for combustor design. Industry nowa-
days routinely do use CFD, but only for checking ideas, screening designs, and
developing insights. The truth remains that the predictions made by combustion
CFD are not quantitatively trustworthy yet, especially when it comes to pollu-
tants and stability limits. This is partly because turbulent combustion modelling
remains an important source of uncertainty to the overall simulation - we could
add spray and kinetics as the other major areas where improvements are needed.
This paper discusses the current state of turbulent combustion modelling with a
focus on realistic devices and “difficult” flame problems such as flame extinction
and pollutant emissions that push the capabilities of the models to their limit.
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This paper is by no means an exhaustive review of current trends or of the
literature in experimental, theoretical, and modelling research in turbulent com-
bustion. It contains only a selection of material from the authors’ experience, with
the aim to present to the reader a personal view of the key areas of current activ-
ity and the limits of combustion CFD today. It is focused on gas turbine related
flames (again, due to the authors’ own activities in this area), although many of
the comments made translate also to other applications such as spark ignition and
diesel engines. The paper is mostly aimed at a starting PhD student who wishes
to consult some entries to the vast literature on turbulent combustion.
1.2 A brief historical note
Models for turbulent combustion have evolved over the years. The first theoret-
ical ideas focused on how turbulence affects the mean flame shape and location.
For instance, for premixed flames Damköhler’s [31] relatively crude, but insightful,
picture of turbulent flame speed is still being discussed, while for non-premixed
flames the concept of “unmixedness” was diagnosed as early as 1948 [144,14,63].
We could argue that, perhaps, the first important steps in turbulent combustion
modelling in the context of CFD were made in the 1970s, with the development of
mixture fraction ideas for non-premixed combustion (see Ref. [13] for comments
on the historical development of these and a first theoretical result that reaction
rate can be related to the mixture fraction and its dissipation rate) and the Eddy-
Break-Up model of Spalding [143], further developed by Magnussen [103]. Early
combustion CFD attempts tried to establish global quantities like flame length
and mean temperature (and, after insightful thinking and some tuning, even ex-
tinction [23,26]). Although we can now say that for many flames we can capture
basic quantities with acceptable accuracy, the predictions remain inaccurate for
some applications that bring the flame technology “to the limit”, as in very lean,
stratified, or pre-vapourised spray combustion. These examples and pollutant gen-
eration (especially NO, soot, and CO close to walls) are manifestations of finite-rate
kinetics, meaning situations where the chemistry cannot be considered as infinitely
fast relative to the turbulent timescales, which is perhaps easier to analyse theo-
retically. The fact that the chemistry and the convection and diffusion processes in
the turbulent flow compete in terms of timescales brings about a whole new com-
plexity that needs to be addressed. Hence, new generation of models had to be
developed for prediction of pollutant concentrations and even reaction zone length
and position in case the chemistry is relatively slow or even very slow relative
to the turbulent mixing. Such models include the flamelet approach [120,21,20],
transported PDF [33,123] (in both Lagrangian [124,97] and Eulerian [152] sense),
the Thickened Flame Model [121], the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) [15,79,
80] the Multiple Mapping Conditioning (MMC) [81,89], and well-stirred reactor
based models, sometimes called the “Eddy Dissipation Concept” (see Ref. [119]
for a recent realisation of this model and some references).
We could argue that such efforts begun in the 1980s and are still ongoing.
There has been a shift from tabulation-based approaches, where laminar flames are
pre-calculated and used to produce relations between species mass fractions and
reaction rates, to models where the convection/diffusion and chemistry for many
reacting scalars are solved together in the simulation of the turbulent reacting
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flow, as in many of the above-mentioned models. The latter are more general as
they do not make any assumptions on the flame structure. However, even now,
after 50 years of intense turbulent combustion research, we are not in a position
to predict from first principles in a CFD calculation the NO or soot emitted from
a gas turbine or diesel engine, and we still cannot predict the operational limits of
the flame (e.g. the full blow-off curve) in realistic devices.
Together with the models, experiments that focus on specific turbulent com-
bustion phenomena emerged in the 1980s and are still being developed [12,40]. We
could categorise the experimental activity in turbulent combustion research in two
broad and often overlapping categories. First, the development of ever more accu-
rate diagnostics, which aim to deduce hitherto inaccessible quantities like short-
lived radical concentrations, multi-dimensional local reaction zone structures, and
pollutants. Second, the exploration of more complex flames and at more represen-
tative conditions, so that the collection of data is done at flames and pressures
closer to real applications. By “complex” we also mean more difficult phenomena,
such as sprays [69], ignition [105,106], extinction [104], and thermoacoustics [121];
see the cited references for an entry to the corresponding literature.
Despite the claims of some, there is currently no single validated model that
can deal with all aspects of a practical turbulent flame, and no single experiment
that covers all combustion physics. The authors are not aware of evidence that the
available advanced turbulent combustion models in LES, probably the only com-
bination with good chances of predicting accurately tough combustion problems,
have been validated across the full range of phenomena that flames may experi-
ence in practice (for example, for emissions, extinction, high pressures, two-phase
interactions, radiation). Therefore, significant scientific collaboration among mod-
ellers and experimentalists has emerged as crucial to the advancement of the field.
Ground-breaking in this respect was the International Turbulent Non-premixed
Flame Workshop [5], which was pioneered by a group of developers of turbulent
combustion models and laser-diagnostic techniques. The idea was this: establish a
flame that is simple from the perspective of fluid mechanics (and so the underly-
ing aerodynamics will be relatively easy to predict with CFD), but bring it to the
limit in terms of combustion science (in this case, bring the flame to extinction).
Then, deploy on this flame more and more refined experimental techniques and
models, and focus on how the turbulent combustion model behaves for such flames
that have significant finite-rate kinetic effects. The success of this effort has been
phenomenal and has served as the role model for other such focused activities,
for instance the Turbulent Premixed Flame workshop [6], the Turbulent Combus-
tion of Sprays workshop [4], the International Sooting Flame workshop [2], and
the Engine Combustion Network [1], all of which focus on only a few combustion
aspects and try to coordinate experiments and modelling so the models are fairly
and extensively validated and compared. The hope is that subsequent jumping
to combustion CFD in real applications will at least include models with correct
validation of the basic turbulent combustion physics and chemistry.
1.3 Objectives of this review
This paper reviews the recent progress in modelling finite-rate kinetic effects in
turbulent combustion, using extinction and pollutant generation as the prominent
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examples, and discusses how the above International Workshops have made a huge
contribution to our understanding in this area and have precipitated more accurate
models. In the next sections, some recent trends in experimental diagnostics and
numerical modeling are presented. Examples from the authors’ own research are
also discussed to demonstrate the commonly-used validation procedures.
2 Current experimental and modelling challenges and trends
This Section is divided into four sub-sections. In the first two, we review respec-
tively some recent trends in experimental techniques and models, starting from
some recent reviews onwards and giving only a limited number of references, in
the hope that what we give here is enough entry to the vast literature. We continue
with a description of the coordinated focused international collaborations and we
then present some examples of recent work with LES from our own lab, with the
aim to demonstrate the nature of comparison that is currently taking place when
the focus is on finite-rate kinetic effects.
2.1 Experimental diagnostics
In early combustion research, optical methods based on emission were key to un-
derstanding the underlying chemistry [50]. Mirco-probes were also used to ex-
tract species from the flame so as to measure species concentrations, an activ-
ity that has helped develop kinetic models for combustion. For turbulent flames,
sampling probes and thermocouples have provided very useful insights and time-
averaged data for model validation [11,64], but the limited spatial resolution,
reaction quenching uncertainties, disturbance to the flame, corrections needed,
and the fact that higher-order statistics (e.g. root-mean-square, PDFs) were often
not available were factors that pushed towards the development of non-intrusive
temporally-resolved diagnostics, mostly based on lasers. Excellent reviews of the
basics and applications of laser diagnostics in combustion are available [148,41,83,
137].
Single-point techniques provide a wealth of information at one point and time in
the flow, and the emphasis is on capturing with sufficient accuracy the multi-scalar
character of the flame. Hence, a combination of Raman and Rayleigh scattering
has proved adequate for capturing many of the major species of interest (see, for
example, Refs. [83,108,101] for a review and some recent developments), which
allows validation of sophisticated models that solve for many reacting scalars to-
gether. Our understanding of the structure of non-premixed and of sooting flames
has benefited enormously from such techniques.
Planar techniques, on the other hand, aim to capture a single scalar (or perhaps
a few scalars simultaneously) in two dimensions and possibly in high enough repe-
tition rate so the flame’s spatial structure and its time evolution can be captured.
Until about 2010, most planar spectroscopic systems were not fast enough to fol-
low the fastest motions of the turbulence. However, the development of kHz-level
powerful lasers and intensified CMOS cameras have provided an unprecedented
wealth of information - and size of data to be analysed and stored by the research
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group! Therefore, at present, many combustion labs have 10-50 kHz-speed cam-
eras for OH* and CH* chemiluminescence and Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence
(PLIF) imaging of flames. Chemiluminescence helps locate the reaction zone and
perhaps even understand quantitative trends of the heat release rate [9,118,61],
which is of particular usefulness in thermoacoustics research. In such experiments,
the time-resolved heat release rate (even if it is collected through a line-of-sight
measurement) is particularly useful for understanding trends with frequency and
amplitude of oscillation. However, chemiluminescence from chemical reactions in a
flame is not always proportional to heat release; local strain and local equivalence
ratio fluctuations affect the emission magnitude and hence the interpretation of
the measurement is not evident. Nevertheless, chemiluminescence (usually of the
excited CH* or OH* radicals) has proven to be very useful for understanding
bulk flame motions and reaction zone location. Examples of careful use of OH*
and CH* for inferring overall features of the combustion system are given in the
thermoacoustics literature (e.g. [109,158,95,77]).
Similar cameras are used in conjunction with PLIF to image (but, most often,
not measure quantitatively) species such as CO, OH, CH, and CH2O [35,74]. The
greatest value of these fast two-dimensional techniques is the simultaneous visual-
isation of the reaction and important combustion scalars at many locations of the
flow, which allows for insights (sometimes even quantitative) to be extracted on
local and global extinction, and the presence of intermediate combustion products
through the extinction process [74]. The example of flame extinction will be dis-
cussed in greater detail later when we compare Large-Eddy Simulations used for
finite-rate kinetic effects against local flame extinction inferred from fast OH-PLIF,
which has allowed very thorough validation of the sub-grid turbulent combustion
model.
Recent developments in PLIF include the imaging of NO [17], soot precursors
like Poly-cyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) [52], H atom [114] and HCO [78].
The technical difficulties, resolution issues, lasers and cameras needed are discussed
in the original papers. The user should be careful with the details of the laser,
optics and camera system; small differences can affect signal quality considerably.
The image processing (background reduction, laser sheet power non-uniformities,
absorption of the laser or the fluorescent emission itself, non-linearities etc.) must
also be carefully addressed for each PLIF system.
In addition to planar diagnostics, where often the focus is on capturing large
sections of the reaction zone in order to see its continuity or shape, further im-
provements in the accuracy of point measurements have also been made recently,
so that now the scalar dissipation rate, a most important quantity for either pre-
mixed and non-premixed flames, can be measured reasonably accurately. A good
example of such an effort with a new multi-stream jet flame with compositional
inhomogeneities is described in Ref. [30] where the details of the system and useful
references to previous work on measuring gradients in reacting flows are given.
One of the most difficult quantities to measure in turbulent combustion is one
of the most basic: the temperature. With intrusive probes (e.g. thermocouples)
the time-averaged value is relatively accurately measured (with suitable correc-
tions due to radiation losses and in the absence of catalytic effects on the wire).
However, instantaneous values cannot be measured due to the finite response of
the wire to the surrounding temperature fluctuations. Hence, laser-based systems
are needed. Coherent Stokes Anti-Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) gives good accu-
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racy with reasonable spatial resolution for some flames. Some new developments
include the point measurement of temperature in sprays [32,98,149,99], a very
novel and useful application of CARS with great potential for realistic combus-
tors. In terms of planar techniques, two-wavelength PLIF systems have resulted
in estimates of temperature for a range of flames (see, for instance, Ref. [43] and
references therein), although care is needed in the interpretation of the results in
turbulent flows because such systems do not really include any measurement from
fluid particles with low temperatures hence biasing the statistics towards high
values. This should be considered when doing comparison with simulations.
Apart from time-averaged or higher-order quantities, the availability of fast-
response planar imaging has allowed the quantification of transients. For example,
in some thermoacoustics problems the flame’s response spectrum may have multi-
ple peaks and these peaks may not be sharp, indicating non-linear response to the
(often monochromatic) pressure and inlet flow oscillations [91]. Such information is
used in low-order models of thermoacoustics and is also needed for validating LES
for such problems. Various sophisticated data processing techniques have also been
used, such as Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Dynamic Mode Decomposi-
tion (e.g. [38,85,8,129,7]), but the physical insights extracted from such analyses
are not always commensurate with the effort taken to develop them. At present,
the main procedure of using the new capabilities offered by the fast diagnostics is
through establishing well-converged averages, spatial structural quantities (such
as two-point correlations), and spectral behaviour. These have already opened up
huge opportunities for LES validation and further understanding of the behaviour
of flames in complex combustors (e.g. [145,134,56]).
2.2 Turbulent combustion models
Systems of practical interest are usually characterised by complex configurations
where both the fluid dynamics and the physics associated to the combustion pro-
cess are challenging to predict. Several modelling approaches have been proposed
so far and, as in every field that requires modelling, the choice of the best model
depends on the specific application, boundary conditions and objective of the sim-
ulation.
Stable flames in simple configurations have been successfully simulated also
with time-averaged approaches and relatively simple combustion models. How-
ever, if the focus shifts to specific phenomena and transient effects, it becomes
necessary to increase the complexity of the model. With the increase of the com-
putational capability and power, LES has become more and more popular. It has
been partly introduced also in the industrial design process, at least for the occa-
sional detailed investigation of a few selected configurations. LES is not just more
accurate compared to time-averaged approaches, but the unsteady solution of the
flow field is often necessary to predict some flames of practical interest. This is
due to the presence of a range of phenomena that are inherently unsteady, such
as the vortex breakdown [100,38] and the precessing vortex core [146] produced
by swirling flows, typically used to stabilise the flame. Furthermore, unsteady ap-
proaches allow for a better representation of the mixing field that is of fundamental
importance for a reliable prediction of pollutants. In addition, the quantification
of the transient behaviour of flames is becoming more and more important in the
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definition of the operability of an engine. Therefore, reliable methods for unsteady
flows are necessary.
As discussed in the previous sections, real combustors often operate in condi-
tions characterised by a highly unsteady behaviour of the flame, where finite-rate
chemistry effects may be relevant. At adverse conditions, the flame may exhibit
local extinction and reignition events [161,25] and, in extreme cases, global blow-
off of the flame can be observed. The prediction of such phenomena, that imply
transients of the local flame structure, is one of the main challenges of current
generation turbulent combustion models since the interaction between turbulence
and chemistry has to be accurately captured to have reliable predictions. Although
some success in predicting local extinctions has been shown with flamelet-based
models [67,42], methods based on the online solution of the chemistry appear the
most appropriate since it is possible to directly take into account the interaction
between turbulence and flame structure, with the former directly affecting the
transient evolution of the species. Furthermore, the presence of liquid sprays, as
in typical gas turbines for aeronautical application, further increases the range
of scales and physical processes involved in the combustion process [69] generally
making the prediction of the flame behavior more challenging. Evaporation di-
rectly interacts with the local flame structure [117,57] and a reliable numerical
method should take into account such interactions.
We must distinguish models that solve for one reacting scalar (such as the
progress variable for premixed flames and the progress variable and mixture frac-
tion for non-premixed flames; the mixture fraction is a conserved scalar) and those
that solve independent transport equations for many reacting scalars. The former
tend to use tabulation, where a laminar flame system or a plug-flow or well-stirred
reactor is pre-calculated and the results are stored in a table. In the turbulent
flow calculation, one solves for the progress variable, and its reaction rate comes
from the table. We could call these approaches as “one degree of freedom”, in
the sense that the multiple species present in the flow are not allowed to evolve
independently in the simulation. However, if one wants a simulation of more gen-
eral validity, the scalars must be allowed to evolve differently from a pre-supposed
connection through a laminar flame structure, and hence many transport equa-
tions for many scalars must be solved. This allows a simultaneous online solution
of the chemistry and the flow. The online solution of the chemistry is achieved in
various turbulent combustion models, but mainly they are based on the transport
of the probability density function [33,123] of scalars, the Conditional Moment
Closure [79], the Thickened Flame Model [121], and the Eddy Dissipation Con-
cept [119].
Over the years, both Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches for the transport
of the PDF in the Large-Eddy Simulation framework have been developed. In
Lagrangian methods, the PDF transport equation is solved with a Monte Carlo
approach featuring stochastic particles solved in a Lagrangian framework [124,97,
62]. In Eulerian methods [152], the solution of the PDF transport equation is based
on the transport of Eulerian Stochastic Fields (SF, e.g. [72,73,71]). The LES-SF
approach has been recently developed to include sub-grid fluctuations of quan-
tities related to multi-phase interactions such as evaporation [16] and secondary
breakup [70,70], allowing for a more comprehensive description of the physics of
real burners. One of the main advantages of transported PDF methods is that the
chemical source term explicitly appears in the formulation and therefore no closure
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is required. However, mixing models are necessary to close the formulation and
their modeling is one of the main challenges of transported PDF approaches [127,
87].
The Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) method [15,79,80] is another ap-
proach that allows direct inclusion of the transient solution of the local flame
structure. In LES-CMC [116,112] quantities are solved in conditional space. The
CMC equations describe the time evolution of the local flame structure with terms
representing the effect of turbulent transport, micro-mixing as well as evaporation
of liquid fuel. Due to the low level of sub-grid fluctuations of the conditional quanti-
ties, first order approximation of the chemical source term may be sufficient to have
enough accuracy. Singly conditioned LES-CMC, where the conditional space is de-
scribed by means of a single sample space variable, has been extensively applied
to both non-premixed (e.g. [163,151,150,55,115]) and premixed flames [44,45].
Furthermore, for cases characterized by imperfect premixing, doubly-conditioned
CMC has been developed, recently extended to include spray effects [140,141].
The evaporation process introduces further challenges to the simulation. Consid-
ering the small size of droplets generated by atomization systems typically used
in practical combustors, spray evaporation usually leads to inhomogeneities at the
small scales. This affects the scalar dissipation rate at the high wavenumber region
of the spectrum, and hence it might not be controlled only by the energy cascade
from the large scales. Our modeling capability should be further developed in this
area since the scalar dissipation rate is one of the key quantities that affects the
evolution of the flame. Similarly to the mixing model in transported PDF meth-
ods, in CMC methods the conditional scalar dissipation rate controls the local
micro-mixing and proper models are required in order to get the correct effects of
mixing and straining on the flame.
The LES-CMC method uses a presumed shape for the probability density
function of the mixture fraction. A further evolution of the previous methods
is the Multiple Mapping Conditioning [81,27,130], which is based on the use of
conditional mixing in an attempt of combining the generality of the transported
PDF methods with the higher computational efficiency of the CMC approach [76].
In this case, the assumption of a presumed PDF is relaxed, but a mixing model
has to be introduced [153]. The formulation, initially developed in the context
of gaseous flames, has been further extended to spray flames [76] to include the
effects of evaporation in the computation of the local flame structure.
Finally, the Eddy Dissipation Concept [102,24,119] has been used for a vari-
ety of low-Da systems and comes in various versions. In short, it assumes that
the chemical reaction occurs in “well-mixed” regions of the turbulent eddy, whose
volume fraction is given by considering the statistics of turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation. These “reactors” have a lifetime given by turbulence theory, and the
chemistry is allowed to evolve during this timescale. This model is not very widely
used, but nevertheless it is based on an elegant and insightful description of tur-
bulence and eddy structure. It has the potential to capture finite-rate kinetics, but
it has not been validated yet as extensively as other models.
One of the most important challenges for models used in computational com-
bustion is the prediction of pollutants. The design of modern aeroengines is mainly
driven by emission requirements. The process of formation and evolution of NO
and soot is generally characterized by time scales larger than the typical chemi-
cal timescales associated with the fuel consumption [29,28,68]. Also in this case,
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the online solution of the chemistry appears the most promising solution to im-
prove the reliability of the prediction and to avoid the necessity, for example, of
introducing different progress variables to account for the slowest processes. In the
specific case of soot formation [75,88,96,136], the online solution of the chemistry
also allows for a more comprehensive description of the entire process compared
to typical tabulated chemistry approaches since a two-way coupling between soot
and gas-phase chemistry can be easily introduced. Further complexity to the sim-
ulation is eventually introduced by radiation and wall heat transfer.
2.3 International Workshops
There are various coordinated activities in the combustion research area, where
experimentalists and modellers meet to discuss new target flames, the sub-models
needed, and to compare across predictions. Many of the advances in turbulent
combustion the past 20 years have revolved around these activities. We discuss
below some of the most prominent ones. It is interesting that these coordinated
attempts follow similar efforts in the turbulence modelling community; perhaps
the first being the Stanford international competition on CFD predictions of a
turbulent boundary layer in the early 1970s.
1. Turbulent Non-Premixed Flames [5]: This is the first international col-
laborative activity in the turbulent combustion area. It has provided an ex-
traordinary degree of advance for turbulent combustion models suitable for
finite-rate kinetic effects (CMC, PDF, flamelet). The key has been a piloted
jet flame operated at conditions of progressively higher degree of local ex-
tinction, first developed at the University of Sydney. Accurate measurements
of subsequent such flames in Sandia National Labs have provided challenging
metrics for modellers. It seems that the current generation of advanced models
(PDF, CMC, Flamelet) can predict Flame F (the one with the highest degree
of extinction) and some derivatives to acceptable accuracy [48,49,72,10,67],
but the degree of re-ignition is often not captured very well.
2. Turbulent Premixed Flames [6]: There is less strong coordination among
modellers and experimentalists in this Workshop, but the intricacies of turbu-
lent premixed flames are regularly discussed and some target flames (piloted
Bunsen; bluff-body; jet in hot products) are being proposed.
3. Turbulent Combustion of Sprays [4]: Piloted jet flames, where the jet
is composed of carrier air, prevapourised fuel, and fuel in droplet form, have
formed the main target flames of this activity. The flames have been measured
at the University of Sydney and have been modelled by many labs. Recent
additions are the Rouen flame [154] and a recirculating spray flame from Uni-
versity of Cambridge [162], where various datasets focusing on extinction are
available [3]. Here, discussions on atomisation models are necessarily promi-
nent, so the participants to this workshop must also learn about two-phase
flow. In fact, one of the main uncertainties in the simulation of spray flames
in real combustion systems is still related to spray boundary conditions. The
atomization process strongly depends on the atomizer configuration as well as
on the interactions at the interface between the liquid and the gas phase [92].
Such interactions, which determine instability and the subsequent breakup of
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the liquid (e.g. prefilming airblast systems but also pressure atomizers [139,
36]), may occur over a wide range of scales and an accurate prediction of the
spray characteristics generally requires a detailed simulation of the flow at the
atomizer exit and possibly also in the internal channels of the injector (de-
pending on the configuration). Therefore, one of the main objectives for all the
experimental dataset included in this workshop is to provide accurate mea-
surements of the spray characteristics (typically velocity and diameter) close
to the injection location in order to reduce the uncertainty related to spray
boundary conditions. At the same time, numerical models able to predict the
spray characteristics after the primary breakup [131,82,37] are being developed
to improve the reliability of the simulations where spray measurements at the
injection location are not available. Spray evaporation and droplet dispersion
modeling are other important aspects covered in this workshop.
4. Sooting Flames [2]: The production and oxidation of soot is key to the low
emission operation of gas turbines and diesel engines and in this Workshop,
there are a few target flames that can assist the modeller develop appropriate
models for these processes. The target flames include: (i) laminar jet flames,
which should be used first so as to validate the underlying combustion chem-
istry and soot models; (ii) turbulent jet flames, which can be used for a first
attempt to see the behaviour of the turbulent combustion model behaviour
with soot added, and recently (iii) swirl flames with recirculation and hence
being more relevant to industrial practice. Motivated by the necessity of de-
veloping and validating reliable models for the prediction of soot in practical
engines, there is an increased interest in heavy-hydrocarbon flames at engine-
relevant conditions. For this reason, counterflow diffusion flames with complex
hydrocarbons at high pressure have been recently included as target flames.
To improve the understanding of soot formation and its correlation with the
mixing field, experimental diagnostics should be further developed, including
simultaneous measurements of soot and the main precursors as well as mix-
ture fraction. Furthermore, since practical flames are usually characterized by
a highly turbulent environment, the understanding of the interaction between
turbulence and soot production and oxidation is a crucial aspect for a reliable
and quantitative prediction of the soot level in engines. Development of mix-
ing models as well as chemical mechanisms for complex hydrocarbons at high
pressure are important aspects to improve the accuracy of numerical methods.
In addition, although in many applications the soot production is often domi-
nated by the surface growth mechanism, there is also interest in the study of
‘inception dominated’ flames. Such flames enable further validation of incep-
tion models, even though for a comprehensive understanding of the inception
mechanism very accurate measurements at the nano-scale level are required.
This poses further challenges for experimental diagnostics.
5. Engine Combustion Network [1]: The target flames concern injection of a
liquid spray in a closed volume and monitoring the autoignition, flame location,
droplet dispersion and soot formation as a function of fuel type and ambient
parameters (temperature, pressure, oxygen concentration). The experimental
results are eminently applicable to new low-NOx and low-soot diesel engine
technologies and have proven challenging to predict. As always, some mod-
els perform better than others for some quantities and care is needed when
extrapolating the degree of success to other conditions.
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All these activities have dedicated websites, databases available to all for model
validation, and involve regular discussions among the participants, hence promot-
ing a collaborative spirit and fast progress in the underlying science. Any researcher
in turbulent combustion would benefit from taking a close look.
2.4 Examples
The development of numerical models able to predict finite-rate chemistry effects
has been the objective of recent work in many labs. In the following, a summary of
some recent achievements is given with the main objective of further highlighting
the modeling requirements for a reliable prediction of the behavior of flames of
practical interest. Areas where research and development are still necessary will
be discussed. The combustion modeling approach used in all the studies presented
below is based on Large-Eddy Simulation with the Conditional Moment Closure
combustion model. Such studies come from the authors’ own research and are
selected only as an indication of the type of result currently achievable with tur-
bulent combustion modelling and as a demonstration on how validation is usually
performed. Although some considerations are based on the specific requirements
of this approach, an attempt is made to make conclusions more general and ap-
plicable to the entire area of turbulence combustion modeling.
Before giving some examples, it is important to point out that the simula-
tion of real systems requires several layers of model development and validation.
A simplified classification of the steps required for a full validation of modeling
capabilities may be based on the level of complexity of the configuration to be
investigated: (i) lab-scale flames; (ii) model combustors; (iii) real geometries. It
should be noted that this classification also follows the degree of maturity of a
given model. Lab-scale flames focus on the key physics that should be captured
by a given model. These flames are generally simple but still preserve some fun-
damental characteristics in terms of fluid dynamics and mixing. The relatively
simple configuration generally allows the use of several diagnostics techniques (see
Section 2.1) and the generation of an extended database for model validation. The
target flames discussed in Section 2.3 usually belong to this category. Once the
capability of a model to predict the key physics has been validated in lab-scale
configurations, the second step of development requires the application to “Model
combustors”. In this case, a configuration much closer to the real combustor is
considered. Compared to the real combustion system the geometry is still sim-
plified allowing for optical access for the use of diagnostics techniques. However,
the geometry of specific elements (e.g. injection system in aeronautical gas turbine
combustors) is realistic and the operating conditions are fully representative of the
actual system (e.g engine cycle). The simulation of such configurations introduces
new challenges, mainly due to the coupling of several fundamental physical pro-
cesses addressed independently in lab-scale experiments. This step of validation
might require further modeling development. The last stage of validation is the
application to real engine configurations. In this case, the amount of data available
is limited and generally based on point measurements at the exit of the engine or
at few accessible locations. In the following, examples of simulations of cases be-
longing to the first two categories are given. All the lab-scale flames considered
here are based on non-premixed configurations.
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Fig. 1 LES-CMC prediction of the blow-off curve of the burner investigated by Cavaliere et
al. [25]. Reproduced from Ref. [164] with permission.
The capability of the LES-CMC approach to capture local extinction was first
validated by Garmory and Mastorakos [48] in the case of a jet flame (Sandia F).
The model was then further assessed through the simulation of swirl-stabilised
flames [25,160]. The extinction behavior generally depends on the burner config-
uration but also on the fuel. Zhang et al. [163] investigated the local extinction of
a methane flame with axial fuel injection showing that the LES-CMC approach
is able to properly capture the local extinction behavior. The effect of wall heat
transfer was also evaluated [164] by developing a model for heat transfer in condi-
tional space. An important piece of validation of LES-CMC as a tool of predictive
capability is provided in Ref. [164], where the full blow-off curve was derived from
LES (Fig. 1) to acceptable accuracy.
This example serves to demonstrate the validation procedure: first you look at
a flame that is simple from a fluid mechanical perspective but difficult in terms of
combustion and for which a large amount of refined experimental data is available.
Following this step (which can also be used for tuning any sub-models), then you
look at a flame that has more challenging fluid mechanical features such as swirl,
dilution jets, and stagnation points while keeping the focus on the same combustion
problem - in the above case, local and global extinction. Similar approaches have
been taken by many labs and for many combustion models, although capturing
the full blow-off curve in a swirl flame in only now receiving the full attention of
modellers.
The presence of liquid fuel introduces further challenges due to the interaction
of the flame and mixing field with the evaporation process. Local extinctions in
spray flames were numerically investigated by Giusti and Mastorakos [55]. Figure 2
shows an example of local extinction in an ethanol spray flame. The isosurface of
the stoichiometric mixture fraction presents regions characterized by relatively
low temperature and negligible OH mass fraction and heat release rate denot-
ing absence of reactions. Absence of chemical reactions in the region attached to
the bluff-body also indicates lift-off of the flame that for this particular flame is
therefore due to local extinction. It is important to point out that localised extinc-
tions are characterized by strong dynamics and, because of turbulent transport
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Fig. 2 Isosurface of the stoichiometric mixture fraction coloured with, from left to right, tem-
perature, OH mass fraction and heat release rate from a LES-CMC simulation of a turbulent
spray flame. Reproduced from Ref. [55] with permission.
Fig. 3 LES-CMC prediction of the probability density function of the lift-off height of an
ethanol spray flame E1S1 investigated by Yuan et al. [162]. The experimental PDF is based
on analysing instantaneous images of the OH-PLIF signal that show where the reaction zone
is relative to the bluff body. Reproduced from Ref. [55] with permission.
and mixing effects, the local flame may exhibit fluctuations with subsequent ex-
tinction and re-ignition events [163,55]. Since the lift-off of the flame of Fig. 2 is
due to local extinction, the experimental measurement of the probability density
function of the lift-off height represents an important metric to assess the capa-
bility of a combustion model to capture local extinctions quantitatively. As shown
in Fig. 3, where the probability density function of the lift-off height is shown
from the simulation and the experiment, it was found [55] that the LES-CMC is
a very promising approach for the prediction of local extinction behaviour. Note
the use of statistical quantities used for the comparison, and especially the use of
the complete PDF; this has become available in the simulations only because LES
was used, while it was relatively easy to capture in the experiment through the
fast diagnostics that were used. Such degree of validation is needed to build trust
in a turbulent combustion model, but is often missing in the literature.
A blow-off transient of the same flame was also investigated by Giusti and
Mastorakos [54]. The strong coupling between global extinction and evaporation
was highlighted. It was found that the blow-off transient is characterized by an
increase of the degree of local extinction with the flame that becomes more and
more fragmented. The extent of regions with high temperature reduces as the
global extinction progresses and the evaporation rate decreases implying a lower
amount of fuel released in the reaction zone. At the same time, the flame moves
closer to the injection location with evaporation strongly affecting also the lo-
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Fig. 4 Left: LES-CMC prediction of the mean soot volume fraction in a model combustor
at engine relevant conditions. Right: Soot volume fraction from experiment. Reproduced from
Ref. [56] with permission.
cal extinction behaviour. Recently, complete blow-off of a spray combustor has
also been attempted with the progress variable-flamelet model [42] and reasonable
prediction of the structure of the flame at the blow-off condition was made. In
addition, the “Lean Blow-Out” (LBO, as global extinction is known in gas tur-
bine combustion parlance) was simulated and the important role of evaporation
in determining the extinction behavior was also highlighted in this study. Differ-
ences between experiments and simulations in terms of LBO limits indicated the
necessity of further studies and model development to quantitatively predict the
blow-off event [42]. The modelling of the spray, including boundary conditions and
multi-component fuel properties, was identified as main source of uncertainty [42].
The strong dependency of the blow-off transient on the spray also suggested that a
higher fidelity combustion model that directly includes spray effects could further
improve the accuracy of the simulations [42].
As an example of the accuracy and limitations of modern turbulent combustion
models to capture emissions, we mention here the simulation by Giusti et al. [56]
of an aeroengine model combustor [133] at mid-power conditions. The simulation
tool was LES-CMC and the main focus of this work was the investigation of soot
formation in the near-injector region. Here, the CMC model was coupled with a
two-equation model [19,94,88] for soot. Soot formation and evolution is character-
ized by a strong coupling with the mixing and reacting fields. Turbulent transport
is a key element in the soot evolution and approaches that are able to directly
include the mixing effects on the flame structure appear necessary [96]. As shown
in Fig. 4, the LES-CMC approach was found to be able to capture reasonably well
the location of the soot. However, the level of the soot volume fraction is over-
estimated. Such capability is of crucial importance for the development of new
combustion technologies. Further assessment and validation are still necessary to
improve the prediction capability at high pressure and for heavy hydrocarbons.
From this point of view, it is also important to develop extensive experimental
databases at such conditions. The soot production and oxidation paths are still
only partly understood. Following the current understanding, PAHs play an im-
portant role in soot inception and growth and hence sectional models based on
PAHs have been developed (e.g. [39,138]). Such models require complex chem-
istry (many species and reactions involved, even for simple hydrocarbons [142])
increasing the computational cost of approaches based on the online solution of the
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chemistry. However, it should be noted that in the near future, due to regulations
that impose limits on soot size, the use of approaches that are able to accurately
capture the soot size distribution [128] should be further developed.
Another important field where numerical simulations are becoming extensively
used to both assist the design process and improve the physical understanding is
the analysis of thermoacoustic stability (e.g. [66,121,157,65,86]) and combustion
noise [34,53]. The simulation of the acoustics generally requires the use of com-
pressible solvers able to capture the propagation of acoustic waves. Numerical sim-
ulations, coupled with system identification techniques [122], can provide further
insight into the mechanisms leading to the flame response and help the develop-
ment of low-order models [147,47] to be used in acoustic network codes. Numerical
simulations of realistic combustors [113,53] have been recently used to analyse the
transport of combustion inhomogeneities and the effect of the pressure waves gen-
erated by their acceleration on both the stability of the system and the noise level.
The analysis of dissipation and dispersion of entropy and compositional blobs is
a field where accurate numerical simulations can give further insight [111,58,159].
Limit cycles [155] as well as flame response to high-amplitude perturbations [91,
90], typically characterized by a highly non-linear behaviour, are also important
topics for the safe operation of modern engines and advanced numerical simulation
can certainly contribute to the development of a better understanding and control
of the phenomena [135].
3 Future directions
The turbulent combustion modelling field has seen an unprecedented explosion of
activity in the last few years due to the development of faster computers (which
allowed the shift to LES and more detailed chemistry), high-speed diagnostics
(which allowed studies of flame transients), and the push from industry to use
combustion CFD more and more in the design process. In the limit of DNS, a tur-
bulent combustion model becomes unnecessary, since all fluctuations are resolved.
In that case, the emphasis would have to be on sprays, soot, radiation, and NO
emissions. But is DNS-like resolution feasible in the foreseeable future?
A typical gas turbine combustor at take-off may have incoming air flow at
50-100 m/s, 10 bar, 600 K, and a typical energy-containing eddy will be of the
order of the injector passage, so let us say 30 mm. This gives a turbulent Reynolds
number of the order 105 and a Kolmogorov scale of 5 µm. Considering the need
to only resolve the turbulence, and using 100 mm as a typical overall combustor
scale, if such a combustor were to be simulated by DNS, we would need of order
1013 grid nodes. This is 3-4 orders of magnitude larger than the largest billion-
node DNS calculation achieved today for research purposes, possible only in very
few labs through extensive access to supercomputers and costing many millions of
CPU hours. Also, such calculations are done once, after months of planning, and
the data are mined for information for years by a large number of PhD students
dedicated to this effort (which is computationally expensive in its own right). This
approach cannot be followed in industry for routine design.
The requirement to resolve the reaction zone is different. A kerosene flame
at stoichiometry and the above conditions has a thickness of about 30 µm. A
laminar flame code predicts the correct flame speed and turbulent combustion
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DNS may be considered accurate if there are 10-20 nodes across the reaction zone.
This requirement also brings the required resolution from a future combustor DNS
down to a few microns. We conclude that DNS cannot be used for routine design
purposes in industry for quite a few years.
How about Automatic Mesh Refinement (AMR), which could allow computa-
tional resources to be deployed where they are mostly needed, i.e. at the flame?
Some labs and some commercial codes throw caution to the wind and use this ap-
proach without any turbulent combustion model! Such methods have been touted
as adequate for some lab-scale problems, although there has not been any focused
and as extensive validation for finite-rate kinetic effects as for the other models.
For diesel engines, it has been shown that such practices may cause large errors
in the prediction of the soot formation regions [18]. So what merit may be in such
approaches, which some propose as a way to introduce more detailed chemistry
into the calculation, without the computational penalty associated with a proper
turbulent combustion model?
A non-premixed flame eventually may become wide relative to the eddy scales
as the mixture fraction fluctuations decay and good mixing is achieved far from the
injection point. In such regions, there is less need for an accurate turbulent reac-
tion model because the degree of micromixing is low. But in the same combustor,
there will be regions with very high stretch or large mixture fraction fluctuations
and those regions will necessitate a sub-grid model. The LES-CMC approach pre-
sented previously takes this into account by developing unstructured finite-volume
formulations, which allows many CMC nodes where they are needed. The Thick-
ened Flame model [121] also allows a different ”Thickening Factor” at different
regions in space. The flamelet and PDF methods can also cope. Approaches, how-
ever, with no turbulent combustion model are doomed to fail at crucial regions of
the combustor, unless they achieve DNS-like resolution of both the reaction zone
and the turbulence.
Fuel flexibility is another important aspect of the current trend for the develop-
ment of combustion devices. In engine applications, generally complex fuels such
as kerosene and diesel are used. In evaluating the performance of new surrogates
and blends, it has become important to improve the modelling of the evapora-
tion of multicomponent fuels [132]. Complex fuels also require detailed chemical
mechanisms, especially in the case finite-rate chemistry effects and emissions are
to be predicted. However, the computational cost of methods based on the on-
line solution of the chemistry scales directly with the number of species involved.
Therefore, to make the computational cost affordable for cases of practical interest,
methods for chemistry reduction [46,84,126] should be explored more. Recently,
there has been increasing interest also in the so called “nanofuels” [93,107] where
small-size additives (generally in the form of nanoparticles) are added to the fuel
to improve some of its characteristics. This is a flourishing area where much effort
is still needed both in terms of modelling and fundamental understanding.
In the future, and as computational power gets cheaper, it is expected that
we will see more and more emphasis on using LES with advanced combustion
models and more and more detailed chemistry for problems closer and closer to
reality. Emphasis on sprays, soot, mixed-regime combustion, and high pressures is
necessary. On the experimental front, diagnostics are being developed that can
probe the local temperature and species concentrations in ever more complex
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problems, as in sprays and combustors at realistic conditions and it is expected
that the community will see more such examples.
4 Conclusions
The huge rise in computational power and developments in laser diagnostics in the
past few years have resulted in major advances in the scope and extent of validation
of combustion CFD, which can now be implemented by industry to predict qualita-
tive trends. The development of fast-response planar diagnostics has allowed very
thorough validation of combustion LES and new insights into flame transients,
such as those occurring during local and global extinction and thermoacoustics.
However, the predictions are not fully trustworthy yet, not least because of the
spray, chemistry, and turbulent combustion models that are still needed in the
context of LES, despite the smaller grid sizes. All turbulent combustion sub-grid
models still include some parameters that can reflect how micro-mixing affects
the reaction zone (e.g. the scalar dissipation for CMC; the mixing timescale for
the transported PDF; the thickening factor for the Thickened Flame Model etc.)
and this aspect still needs validation and further development when sprays are
included. Finally, multi-physics methods for soot must be developed.
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